Introduction {#section1-1179069519872213}
============

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a brain dysfunction caused by an external force that may have short- and long-term effects on Service members and their units, families, and caregivers. Per Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center^[@bibr1-1179069519872213]^ (DVBIC) statistics, 383 947 individuals within the Department of Defense (DoD) sustained a TBI from 2001 to 2018, more than one-third of whom were exposed to a blast event.^[@bibr2-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr3-1179069519872213]^ Management of TBI in the acute and chronic phases have shifted over time and will continue to change as operational constraints and medical advances evolve. Researchers should have a basic understanding of the blast mechanisms of injury as well as the first- through fifth-order effects that are possible with any blast ([Figure 1](#fig1-1179069519872213){ref-type="fig"}). The physiologic effects of primary blast are most understood for the pulmonary and auditory systems, but the effects of blast on the central nervous system are less established. Explosion energy outside the body is transformed into biokinetic energy that causes damage to the brain and structures of the cranium from the overpressure. The damage this mechanical energy causes is mechanistically similar to blunt causes of TBI. It is well understood that blunt head trauma---from subconcussive events to the most severe TBI---represents a very heterogeneous population of patients; blast injury adds an additional level of complexity. A more useful working paradigm or classification system for physiologic changes, to thresholds, through degrees of injury still needs to be developed, especially to advance research. Although military TBI and psychological health issues are not novel to this century of warfare, there are aspects of these disorders unique to the military, as opposed to the general public. The purpose of this article is to briefly introduce the factors that need to be considered when entering into the research of military blast (and therefore blunt) brain trauma. This article will focus on TBI, especially mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) and blast-induced TBI with and without psychological health issues.

![Blast-related injury taxonomy as outlined in Department of Defense^[@bibr4-1179069519872213]^ directive 6025.21E. TBI indicates traumatic brain injury.](10.1177_1179069519872213-fig1){#fig1-1179069519872213}

Historical Aspects {#section2-1179069519872213}
==================

Descriptions of head injuries and the manners in which they were medically treated have been documented throughout history.^[@bibr5-1179069519872213]^ Casualties with penetrating or severe TBI most often present to medical professionals with obvious injuries and symptoms, but mTBI is more difficult to define pathophysiologically. That is, the anatomical or functional disruption, clinical description, and mechanism(s) of injury are often challenging to ascertain.^[@bibr5-1179069519872213]^ It was the advent of large, high-explosive high-projectile artillery developed in the late 1900s and made infamous during World War I that illuminated the effects of blast on the brain and spine, and the cause of "shell shock" (an early term for posttraumatic stress disorder \[PTSD\]). Descriptions by Elliott^[@bibr6-1179069519872213]^ (function vs organic transient paraplegia), Myers,^[@bibr7-1179069519872213][@bibr8-1179069519872213][@bibr9-1179069519872213]-[@bibr10-1179069519872213]^ and Mott^[@bibr11-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr12-1179069519872213]^ (organic cause of the neurological and psychiatric symptoms, especially in cases of the soldiers that died acutely after blast exposure) suggest that in many cases polytrauma---including neurotrauma associated with the effects of overpressure and blunt trauma---existed with other symptoms that could not be explained by anatomical or neurological lesions. By the end of the war and in the deliberations that continued after, the concensus was that shell shock was related to neurasthenia, dubbed a "war neurosis," but required further investigation for an organic cause.^[@bibr13-1179069519872213]^

One must consider cultural aspects within society, the military, and the medical profession that existed prior to, during, and after World War I to truly appreciate how shell shock, neurasthenia, and malingering were appreciated. A commission, which comprised a number of leading politicians and medical personnel, provided some insight in the years following the Armistice.^[@bibr14-1179069519872213]^ These included intolerance for desertion regardless of nervous or mental status, abolition of the term "shell shock" in favor of "war neurosis," sufficiency of the "simplest forms of psychotherapy" to treat war neurosis, and encouragement of short and frequent tours of duty.

As the war progressed, clinicians began to recognize that it was not only the "concussive effect of artillery and blast" that was causing these unexplained somatic and neurologic complaints among soldiers, but a recognition of the harsh conditions and the horrors of a new kind of warfare on a scale unknown in history. Without technological advances and diagnostic testing, medical professionals of this time were unable to differentiate the effects of blast exposure from those of harsh conditions, or the extent to which physical injury might contribute to a behavioral/psychological issue.

Neuropsychological effects of blast and blunt trauma continued to be issues in subsequent conflicts, but TBI, with and without psychological health issues, have been the major medical concerns of the last 18 years of armed combat with the use of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) against military and civilian targets. More recently, a growing concern is that the effects of repeated low- to medium-level blasts from training or combat on the brain are not well understood. As the research community evaluates blast-related physiologic and pathophysiologic changes, it must also consider pre-existing conditions (physiologic or pathologic), pre-existing medical/psychological conditions, the possibility that anatomic damage may cause psychological disorders and that psychological disorders may coexist with anatomic damage, and the effects of subsequent life factors.

Mechanisms of Head Trauma {#section3-1179069519872213}
=========================

Inconsistent classifications of TBI are due to its heterogeneity as a disease state. Particularly in the military setting, the variables that dictate clinically meaningful acute, subacute, and chronic effects are countless. These features include the severity of head trauma, extent of comorbid injuries, proximity to medical care, and first- through fifth-order blast effects. Despite the diversity of possibilities, an inciting event (ballistic, blunt, blast overpressure, or a combination of mechanisms) must occur to prompt downstream negative effects. The following sections briefly introduce the main mechanisms of military blast head trauma and discuss their distinguishing features and similarities.

Ballistic head trauma {#section4-1179069519872213}
---------------------

Damage to the head from ballistic materials is dependent on the projectile velocity, mass, geometry, and region of impact. The unique aspects of ballistic head trauma are due to the propensity for penetration into the head. High-velocity projectiles such as shrapnel or bullets cause head trauma via laceration and cutting of the wound tract, stretching and shearing of adjacent regions from accompanying shock waves, and heavy blood loss.^[@bibr15-1179069519872213]^ Of additional concern are the shock waves that cause the momentary dilation, then constriction, of a wound cavity producing diffuse neural damage, widespread edema, and brain tissue herniation. Fortunately, military helmets are designed to reduce penetrating injuries to the head.

Blunt head trauma {#section5-1179069519872213}
-----------------

Head trauma sustained from impact with a blunt object often occurs in combat, vehicle crashes, or inward indentation of the helmet from a defeated ballistic threat---otherwise termed "backface deformation." Traumatic skull deformations cause focal damage to the brain tissue and neurovasculature local to the site of impact resulting in *coup* lesions/contusions and epidural hematoma. With sufficient force, the brain can translate linearly and contact the skull distal to the site of impact, resulting in *contrecoup* lesions. When blunt trauma causes the cranium to rotate, angular acceleration can induce strain on, and shearing of, tissues throughout the brain, ie, the incompletely described "diffuse axonal injury." It should be noted that translational and rotational acceleration of the brain need not be elicted by blunt trauma; inertial acceleration---most often via minor vehicular accident---can occur without external contact with the skull.

Primary blast-induced head trauma {#section6-1179069519872213}
---------------------------------

The primary blast wave---propagation of a supersonic pressure gradient---is elicited from the detonation of an explosive device. In the millisecond range, a chemical reaction releases a high positive pressure wave that expands radially from the blast site, followed by a longer negative pressure phase. This idealized pressure pattern is known as the Friedlander^[@bibr16-1179069519872213]^ curve which can be segregated into measurable components including peak overpressure, duration, and impulse, describing propagation through time and space. These components are useful because they vary by the distance from the explosive and can predict stand-off distance safety.^[@bibr17-1179069519872213]^ However, although the Friedlander curve is a useful conceptual reference, it does not faithfully match the complex overpressure patterns observed in controlled or weaponized detonations; variables including reflections (eg, from the ground, buildings, or vehicles) or the structure/shape of the explosive can dramatically change the pressure profile.^[@bibr18-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr19-1179069519872213]^ Furthermore, an individual may be subject to repeated blast exposures from the same incident as reflections of the blast wave bounce off solid objects, akin to an acoustic echo. More sophisticated methods are used to characterize complex overpressure patterns seen with reflection surfaces such as inside buildings, vehicles, or other enclosures.

Head trauma due to blast overpressure is incompletely understood and requires the continuum of multidisciplinary research efforts---in vitro work, animal testing, computational modeling, clinical research, neuropathology, and epidemiology---to elucidate how blast overpressure leads to the observed injury pathology. To date, there is insufficient evidence to support a single injury mechanism for all cases; however, many mechanisms have been substantiated through prior work. Although research can isolate or model the proposed mechanisms individually, they should not be considered mutually exclusive in military blast scenarios. Many notable reviews cover the following information in further depth.^[@bibr15-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr18-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr20-1179069519872213][@bibr21-1179069519872213][@bibr22-1179069519872213][@bibr23-1179069519872213]-[@bibr24-1179069519872213]^

### Acceleration mechanisms {#section7-1179069519872213}

The blast overpressure wave induced by an explosive can cause macroscopic translational and rotational acceleration of the brain, resulting in compression and shearing of the brain tissue. In addition, the brain in motion within the cranium can directly impact the skull causing contusions, lacerations, or subdural hematoma, and angular motion can induce diffuse micro-hemorrhaging and axonal injury. This mechanism of primary blast injury is particularly plausible as head acceleration thresholds for injury due to blunt force have been validated in the literature.^[@bibr25-1179069519872213]^

### Direct cranial transmission {#section8-1179069519872213}

When the pressure transient interacts with the human body, some of the shock wave is reflected but most of it is absorbed. Interfaces between parenchyma, blood vessels, and air- or fluid-filled compartments such as the lung, bowel, and brain are particularly susceptible to injury. The brain's complex perfusing vasculature, deep sulci, and circulating cerebrospinal fluid within the vesicular and arachnoid spaces can facilitate damage through several processes.

Direct skull deformation can efficiently transmit compression waves via cerebrospinal fluid media that reverberate within the skull. Spalling can occur at tissue interfaces of different densities such that tissue fragments are displaced from the denser medium to the less dense medium. Inertial or shearing effects occur when the lightest tissue travels faster than the heavier tissue causing stress and strain, and possibly rupture of tissue. Implosion effects cause compression of liquid media which can lead to the dissolved gases therein to bubble and expand; the kinetic energy released from the bursting of these bubbles is called cavitation.

### Vascular surge {#section9-1179069519872213}

A more controversial mechanism by which primary blast can damage the brain is through transmission of the pressure wave through the thorax. It is hypothesized that distortion pressure to the thorax causes volumetric blood surge which increases blood pressure within the cerebral vasculature to the extent that the blood-brain barrier is breached, capillaries rupture, and hemorrhage becomes probable. This hypothesis is supported by animal research whereby pigs,^[@bibr26-1179069519872213]^ rats,^[@bibr27-1179069519872213][@bibr28-1179069519872213]-[@bibr29-1179069519872213]^ or rabbits^[@bibr30-1179069519872213]^ are exposed to experimental whole-body or thorax-only blast showing structural and biochemical changes in the brain, measureable changes in vascular pressure, and behavioral deficits.

Comparability between head trauma mechanisms {#section10-1179069519872213}
--------------------------------------------

The 3 most common methods in which Service members sustain head trauma (ie, ballistic, blunt, or blast injury) have largely overlapping mechanisms of TBI. For instance, stretching and shearing forces can be initiated via a ballistic projectile, a blunt impact, or via primary blast overpressure. Likewise, accelerative translational and/or rotational forces can cause focal *coup* lesions, distal *contrecoup* lesions, and diffuse damage to microstructures throughout the brain. In addition, linear and depressed skull fractures can occur in penetrating head trauma, backface deformation, and blunt trauma.^[@bibr31-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr32-1179069519872213]^ Pathophysiological differences between ballistic, blunt, and primary blast head trauma are still being explored and ongoing work seeks to determine loading thresholds for structural changes to the brain regardless of mechanism; one example is work from Army Research Laboratory that is pioneering the use of X-ray fiber diffraction to determine nanoscopic damage to myelin after trauma.^[@bibr33-1179069519872213]^ It should be emphasized that recommended clinical management of head trauma casualties does not differ by the mechanism of injury^[@bibr34-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr35-1179069519872213]^ and a systematic review comparing Service members and Veterans with blast- or non-blast-related TBI found minimal differences in clinical health outcomes.^[@bibr36-1179069519872213]^ However, understanding the mechanisms of injury caused by blast overpressure is essential to finding in vivo markers of damage unique to blast. Further research in the area of modeling, scaling, and head-only or combined body injury should be strategically and collaboratively performed.

Biomarkers in Blast-Induced TBI {#section11-1179069519872213}
===============================

One of the many goals in TBI research, and especially in concussion/mTBI research, is to find biomarkers that can reliably indicate subtle changes caused by brain injury to help with identification, diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of injury and sequelae. One of the most useful environments for head injury biomarkers is the combat casualty care scenario; polytrauma and mass casualty incidents are common, resources can be scarce, and operational demands may require delayed care. Therefore, any analysis of medical information that could aid in clinical decision-making (eg, evacuation, surgery) is warranted. Such biomarkers can be measured via neuroimaging or bodily fluid assay.

Imaging {#section12-1179069519872213}
-------

Computed tomography (CT) imaging is particularly useful for identifying foreign bodies, skull fractures, and hemorrhage. When available in the military environment (Role of care 3), CT imaging is the standard of care for suspected TBI. By the current DoD definition, a CT abnormality that is consistent with a TBI, in an otherwise clinically mTBI patient, is reclassified as a moderate TBI. Most of the military-related TBI casualties present as mTBI. Therefore, the utility of CT imaging is for ruling out more severe injury rather than finding a radiographic diagnostic biomarker specific to mild TBI.

Other imaging modalities are less commonly used in theater (or in acute settings of civilian practice) and therefore acute injury data from the military population are sparse. These modalities include magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), functional MRI, diffusion tensor imaging, positron emission tomography, magnetoencephalography, and electroencephalography. Multiple reviews have stated the difficulty in finding an imaging biomarker with sufficient sensitivity and specificity to diagnose mTBI---or CT-negative blast-induced TBI---or prognosticate outcomes.^[@bibr37-1179069519872213][@bibr38-1179069519872213]-[@bibr39-1179069519872213]^ Barriers to this goal are the countless variables present in the military blast scenario, the clinical heterogeneity of TBI itself, the lack of quality acute and longitudinal data, and the confounding comorbidities in the military population. This is in addition to the developing connections between blast-induced TBI neuroimaging findings and neurobehavioral consequences.

Fluid biomarkers {#section13-1179069519872213}
----------------

Resultant injuries from blast can disrupt the structure of the body and brain within the milliseconds after explosion. These disruptions initiate subsequent short- and long-term cellular and molecular changes---so-called "secondary cascade"^[@bibr23-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr40-1179069519872213]^---that change the concentrations of biomolecules in circulating bodily fluids which have potential value if their levels can be detected. There is further promise if a biomarker can be measured rapidly to diagnose TBI and/or repeatedly to track the progression of neurophysiological changes in response to low-level blast, particularly in the absence of more definitive diagnostic tests. Unfortunately, recent research seeking such biomarkers in military "breachers" exposed to repeated low-level blast yielded no measurable blood-based biomarker changes over a 5-year period.^[@bibr41-1179069519872213]^ The state of the science is far from defining biomarkers with the characteristics necessary to provide useful blast TBI information to medical providers. Despite the ongoing concentrated efforts to identify definitive blood-based biomarkers over the last decade,^[@bibr42-1179069519872213][@bibr42-1179069519872213][@bibr43-1179069519872213][@bibr44-1179069519872213]-[@bibr45-1179069519872213]^ the first panel was recently approved by the US Food and Drug Administration^[@bibr46-1179069519872213]^ in February 2018.

Blast Dose Response {#section14-1179069519872213}
===================

A central tenet of toxicology is the dose-response relationship. The blast overpressure dose should have a direct correlation with medical outcomes of interest after TBI. This ongoing research endeavor has revealed many factors that predict blast-related TBI severity such as the blast substrate (eg, air, water), energy of the blast, and distance from the blast origin; the position of the victim (eg, standing, laying); and the extent of reflected energy.^[@bibr47-1179069519872213][@bibr48-1179069519872213]-[@bibr49-1179069519872213]^ Blast loads create very brief acceleration durations that may cause distinct neurophysiological outcomes.^[@bibr15-1179069519872213]^ Although accelerative loading criteria have been validated in non-blast head injury scenarios,^[@bibr25-1179069519872213]^ the primary blast wave poses a unique hazard that does not apply well to these established criteria.

Because controlled blast experiments cannot be conducted with humans, injury thresholds from animals from small to large have been extrapolated with the expectation that body mass scales well with blast injury thresholds.^[@bibr48-1179069519872213]^ More nuanced scaling efforts have used brain mass and skull thickness,^[@bibr21-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr50-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr51-1179069519872213]^ but geometric and physiological parameters make interpretation of the data difficult. Promising unpublished research from Applied Research Associates has compiled data from animal and observational human studies and augmented them with computational modeling to develop "sensor-based stand-down guidelines for Service members."^[@bibr52-1179069519872213]^ Results of similar experiments, if further validated, may provide objective exposure thresholds that can indicate when to return to duty, or when to withdraw from further blast-related training. Unfortunately, no blast dosimetry biosensor has yet overcome the many technological, logistical, and medical challenges that impede their ultimate integration into military use.

Recently, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Human Factors and Medicine (HFM)-234 (RTG), a NATO S&T panel working group consisting of prominent researchers and technical experts, framed blast exposures as an "environmental toxicology problem" and released a report guiding the future of such research.^[@bibr53-1179069519872213]^ They noted that substantial future work is needed to standardize experimental blast induction parameters, validate blast biosensors, and link blast exposure to clinical outcome data.

Role of modeling {#section15-1179069519872213}
----------------

Research developing injury thresholds for Service members relies on the basic fundamental science that informs parameters for neurological deficits based on the established mechanisms of injury. The following sections broadly discuss the use of animal and computational models as a means to advance collective understanding of the science.

### Animal models {#section16-1179069519872213}

Animal models are an invaluable tool in blast-induced TBI research. Because of its multivariate nature, elucidating the properties and mechanisms underlying individual blast-induced TBI components can be challenging. Animal models provide an avenue to study specific variables of blast injury with a level of control that is difficult to achieve in human studies. Common animal models include the rat, mouse, pig, and non-human primate. Rats and mice are commonly used due to their cost-effectiveness, tractability, and the number of standardized neurobehavioral outcome measures. Mice have the added benefit of genetically modified strains that can be used to study the role of specific genes in blast-related pathology. However, interspecies scaling issues and anatomical differences can be a barrier when translating animal research findings to clinical studies.^[@bibr54-1179069519872213]^ Similar to the human, non-human primates and pigs have a large, gyrencephalic brain which responds to blast in a much different way than the lissencephalic brain of rodents. The anatomical and physiological similarities of pig and non-human primate brains (ie, head size and shape, and skull thickness) to human brains make these models particularly useful for increased fidelity, and many techniques used in the clinical setting for humans are also used for porcine models. However, the cost, ethical considerations, and extensive regulation surrounding the use of non-human primate models should also be considered.

#### Shock tubes {#section17-1179069519872213}

The most commonly used tool to replicate blast injury in the laboratory is the shock tube. The shock tube consists of 3 primary components: an expansion chamber, a frangible diaphragm, and a compression chamber. To simulate blast, the pressure within the compression chamber is raised to above the thickness of the diaphragm, creating a high-velocity pressure wave in the expansion chamber. Using diaphragms of various thicknesses, the peak overpressure can be modified and controlled. Enhancements to shock tubes in recent years have more faithfully reproduced free-field explosion profiles; helium ignited by an explosive charge may be used instead of pressurized air to better represent the conventional Friedlander curve and the addition of an "end wave eliminator" in the advanced blast simulator at Defence Research and Development Canada---Suffield Research Centre has successfully impeded reflective waves coming back toward the animal. Unfortunately, the experimental heterogeneity of shock tube experiments can make blast-induced TBI research difficult to evaluate in aggregate. Variability in pressure profiles, the positioning of the animal (eg, inside or outside the tube, head-on or side-on blast), restraints to minimize tertiary brain injury, and distance from the diaphragm can alter the injury type and/or severity significantly.^[@bibr37-1179069519872213]^

#### Guidelines {#section18-1179069519872213}

To mitigate the obstacles and increase translatability of animal research findings, the NATO HFM-234 (RTG) published guidelines for animal model use in blast injury. The goals of these guidelines are to improve standardization of blast injury animal research and encourage development of well-designed, validated studies that properly replicate human features of blast injuries. The guidelines emphasize consideration of animal model choice based on the study purpose and physiological similarity to humans; clear description and justification of data collection and analysis strategies used; development of highly reproducible injury components; and use of injury-component-relevant outcomes.^[@bibr55-1179069519872213]^

### Computational models {#section19-1179069519872213}

Modern mathematical and computational techniques allow researchers to bypass the ethical, logistical, and financial burdens of generating a blast wave and studying its impact on biological tissue. Researchers have established computer-generated models of the blast wave and brain/body to predict how various blast wave parameters affect biological outcomes. Although extremely promising, this is not a trivial endeavor. Creation of a realistic computational model relies on a deep understanding of blast wave physics, anatomy, computational modeling techniques, relevant operational circumstances, and acute and long-term neurotrauma outcomes. Because each of these variables is inextricable and heavily interdependent, meaningful progress in this field is gradual. A comprehensive description of computational modeling principles and applications is outside the scope of this article, but relevant reviews are available.^[@bibr23-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr40-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr56-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr57-1179069519872213]^

A common method of computational modeling is finite element modeling, which assumes the material properties of smaller comprising portions of larger organs and estimates their response to an external load; once the strength of the tissue or organ is exceeded, damage occurs. In a complex medium like the brain, however, tissue strength and its material properties are still being established by animal research, the downstream impacts of any given element breaking are incompletely understood, and the various properties of the blast wave have unpredictable effects on how each element interacts with others.

To inform computational models, non-biological surrogate models have been used to measure the interaction between blast loading materials of various properties. These so-called "biofidelic" models incorporate strategically placed sensors---typically on human surrogate chest and head structures---to measure biomechanical parameters such as displacement, velocity, and pressure in response to blast.^[@bibr58-1179069519872213]^

### Guidelines {#section20-1179069519872213}

Heterogeneity among current research efforts and their reporting standards make comparisons of computational models difficult. Guidance, therefore, is needed to create actionable consensuses on military-relevant computational modeling to reduce cost, minimize redundancy and waste, and benefit Service members. Cernak and Noble-Haeusslein^[@bibr59-1179069519872213]^ developed particularly insightful criteria that they argue should be satisfied for any blast injury model. These include a thorough and quantifiable description of the blast wave and inflicted injury which mimic relevant human circumstances, established metrics of injury outcomes, and an analysis of how the mechanical properties of the blast scale with outcome severity.

What Can Be Learned From Acute Radiation Syndrome? {#section21-1179069519872213}
==================================================

Radiobiological research has many similarities to the research done in TBI, particularly TBI secondary to blast. The first is the ethical limitations to exposing research participants to a controlled and predictable dose of radiation/overpressure. Much of the acquired knowledge is obtained from animal models, occupational exposure, or accidents and incidents. In the case of exposure to ionizing radiation, the health physics field has decades of such data and an understanding of acute and chronic effects of exposure based on dose. This knowledge is also the basis of radiation safety dosimetry programs to monitor radiation in workers. Sensing unsafe levels of blast overpressure or concussive impact, and their potential health effects, is a long-term goal of blast-related TBI research.

The discovery of ionizing radiation caused an increase in scientific and consumer use. The use in both fields was so rapid; it outstretched the understanding of the dangers this new discovery posed. Both researchers and consumers suffered acute and chronic effects of radiation exposures during the early days of radiation use. In fact, it is the understanding of these radiation accidents and incidents that underlies the current knowledge of radiation exposure.

Subsequently, during the race to discover atomic weapons and to develop atomic energy, additional research in the field of radiation exposure and the effects on biological systems from ionizing radiation was performed. Over the next 6 decades, these in-depth studies provided a comprehensive dose-response model, to which blunt and blast TBI aspires. Acute radiation syndrome (ARS) is an archetype which describes a threshold of whole-body or significant partial-body radiation exposure (approximately 1 Gy) and defines a series of subsyndromes with predictable deterministic effects based on increasing dose.^[@bibr60-1179069519872213]^ Simply put, based on the radiation dose, one is able to discern the amount and type of tissue damage; physical dosimetry and biomarkers provide initial and definitive exposure dosage ([Figure 2](#fig2-1179069519872213){ref-type="fig"}).

![Severity of pathology increases with increasing dose once a threshold has been reached. Below this level, reversible physiological changes occur. ARS indicates acute radiation syndrome.\
Source: Adapted from Waselenko et al,^[@bibr60-1179069519872213]^ Medical Effects of Ionizing Radiation (MEIR) Course,^[@bibr61-1179069519872213]^ and Walker et al.^[@bibr62-1179069519872213]^](10.1177_1179069519872213-fig2){#fig2-1179069519872213}

Biomarkers used to determine biodosimetry in the field of radiobiology such as time to emesis, lymphocyte depletion, amylase, C-reactive protein, and cultured lymphocytes with dicentric chromosome analysis (the latter is considered the "gold standard") point to certain levels of radiation exposure that clinicians can use to help triage, direct medical support, and provide prognosis. It has been well accepted within the field of radiobiology that no one biodosimetric tool is perfect to answer all the questions needed for research or for clinical care; multiple biodosimetry measurements are needed to more accurately evaluate, diagnose, and prognosticate in cases of radiation exposure. The Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute has even created tools which incorporate different biodosimetric readings to more accurately determine an exposed individual's radiation dose.^[@bibr63-1179069519872213][@bibr64-1179069519872213][@bibr65-1179069519872213][@bibr66-1179069519872213]-[@bibr67-1179069519872213]^

The current concept of ARS considers the physiologic changes that occur with subthreshold radiation exposure. There are measurable changes in lab parameters with exposure to ionizing radiation that are reversible. In addition, one's status (age, medical condition, full- or partial-body radiation exposure) may change the threshold of 1 Gy that predicts acute effects. The coexisting exacerbating and/or mitigating factors that precede, happen concurrently, or develop independently of the radiation exposure impact the clinical course of an ARS patient. It is well known that a concomitant conventional injury like a laceration or burn in association with ARS level radiation exposure increases mortality and morbidity. Traumatic brain injury experts agree that there are factors which, in a similar way, impact a TBI patient's clinical course. Therefore, a precision medicine approach and not a "one size fits all" approach may provide better outcomes.

The "Life Effect" {#section22-1179069519872213}
=================

The paucity of evidence regarding the specific long-term effects of blast-induced TBI on military populations is unsurprising as the long-term outcomes of TBI as a whole are not fully understood. As the mechanisms by which the brain incurs damage and the studied long-term outcomes between non-blast- and blast-related TBI are largely similar, it stands to reason that influencing external factors should also be similar.

Most individuals who sustain a TBI experience physical, cognitive, behavioral, and psychological deficits that subside within weeks or months of injury. Yet, a significant subset experience persistent symptoms, known collectively as postconcussion syndrome (PCS) that can last for years after the original injury. In addition, comorbid psychiatric and somatic symptoms may accompany other TBI-related symptoms. It is essential that investigators bear in mind that TBIs does not occur in a vacuum but influence, and are influenced by, multiple life factors occurring prior to, during, and after injury that can have a significant impact on long-term health. The current section explores factors outside of the original injury or "life effects" that may impact TBI---and likely blast-induced TBI---outcomes in military populations.

Prior to injury {#section23-1179069519872213}
---------------

### Genetic polymorphisms {#section24-1179069519872213}

There is increasing evidence of a genetic component for certain TBI outcomes. Genetic polymorphisms in a number of genes have been associated with variance in TBI outcomes including *APOE*,^[@bibr68-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr69-1179069519872213]^ *BDNF*,^[@bibr70-1179069519872213]^ and *COMT*.^[@bibr71-1179069519872213]^ An in-depth review of genetic polymorphism susceptibility for long-term TBI outcomes is available.^[@bibr72-1179069519872213]^

Apolipoprotein E (*APOE*), a gene that encodes glycoproteins involved in lipid transportation and cell membrane formation for neurons, has 3 allelic variants (ε2-ε4) that encode 3 protein isoforms (E2-E4). Several studies have shown that the presence of at least 1 ε4 allele is associated with a poorer outcome after TBI.^[@bibr73-1179069519872213][@bibr74-1179069519872213]-[@bibr75-1179069519872213]^ However, a handful of others studies have found that there is no association between the presence of the allele and outcome.^[@bibr76-1179069519872213][@bibr77-1179069519872213]-[@bibr78-1179069519872213]^ These conflicting results suggest that the predictive power of the ε4 allele may be population specific.^[@bibr72-1179069519872213]^

Catechol-O-methyltransferase (*COMT*) encodes a catalyst that metabolizes catecholamines. The presence or absence of polymorphism *Val158Met* determines the catalyst's activity level and may contribute to variance in cognition. The *Val158Met* genotype has been linked to better cognitive and psychological outcomes after TBI.^[@bibr79-1179069519872213][@bibr80-1179069519872213]-[@bibr81-1179069519872213]^

The brain-derived neurotrophic factor (*BDNF*) is involved in several cellular processes including survival and plasticity. The polymorphism *Val66Met* has been linked with poor neurocognitive function after TBI as well as in healthy adults.^[@bibr82-1179069519872213]^

### Premorbid conditions {#section25-1179069519872213}

Similar to the genetic predisposition that polymorphisms provide, pre-existing conditions and experiences can impact the trajectory of TBI outcome and recovery. Psychiatric histories prior to injury are associated with variations in cognitive functioning and life satisfaction. A longitudinal, prospective study of psychological and demographic factors associated with TBI outcomes found that pre-injury psychiatric history and education are associated with life satisfaction.^[@bibr83-1179069519872213]^ Seagly et al^[@bibr84-1179069519872213]^ observed that long-term post-TBI functional outcomes were predicted by cognitive and physical independence more than age at injury and Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score. Bertisch et al^[@bibr85-1179069519872213]^ found that, whereas individuals with TBI either with or without psychiatric histories did not show a difference in treatment, return to work delay, or social activity, TBI patients with psychiatric history did display slower processing speed and less satisfaction with their work. This suggests that premorbid conditions may account for long-term outcomes after TBI. Despite the potential impact of these psychiatric history and other conditions pre-injury, few studies have investigated the mechanism and role of pre-existing conditions on long-term TBI outcomes. Further investigation into the role of premorbidities on TBI outcomes could elucidate the trajectory of recovery in certain TBI populations.

### Previous injuries {#section26-1179069519872213}

It has been well established that a significant risk factor of military TBI and predictor of post-TBI sequelae is previous brain injury.^[@bibr86-1179069519872213],[@bibr87-1179069519872213]^ In addition, repetitive TBI and subconcussive injuries/impacts have a cumulative detrimental effect on neurological functioning and resiliency.^[@bibr89-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr90-1179069519872213]^ Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)---a tauopathy associated with an array of behavioral, cognitive, and physical deficits---is associated with repeated trauma to the head.^[@bibr91-1179069519872213]^ Previous injuries are likely underreported in both civilian and military populations primarily due to the inability to recognize or perceive symptoms of particularly mild injuries and the asymptomatic nature of subconcussive events.^[@bibr92-1179069519872213]^

During injury {#section27-1179069519872213}
-------------

Combat and military training activities present unique conditions that influence TBI outcomes.^[@bibr93-1179069519872213]^ The increased use of IEDs in recent warfare has made injuries related to one, or often multiple, blast(s) commonplace in theater. It is possible that unique characteristics of primary blast may be associated with a distinct pathology that could alter long-term TBI outcomes, but as detailed above blast- and non-blast-related TBI share similar mechanisms of injury and the current literature has reported few differences in blast and non-blast outcomes.^[@bibr36-1179069519872213]^ However, inconsistencies in classification of injuries among the studies and a lack of individuals with purely primary blast exposure make it difficult to confidently isolate outcomes of blast injury from non-blast injury. Additional controlled studies could help elucidate the unique effects of blast on TBI.

In addition to exposure to blast, the physical and mental states of the Warfighter at the time of injury may influence the outcome. Service members are often sleep deprived and under tremendous mental and emotional stress that civilians may not experience at the time of injury. Moreover, Service members often combat sleep deprivation with stimulants such as energy drinks, coffee, or caffeinated gum which are recommended by the DoD as safe and effective for maintaining solider performance when sufficient sleep is not attainable.^[@bibr94-1179069519872213]^ However, the potential medical risks of caffeine overconsumption and the interacting effects of environmental factors in the deployed setting may have further detrimental or beneficial effects on short-, intermediate-, and long-term outcomes of TBI.^[@bibr95-1179069519872213]^

Although much of the blast-related TBI research in military populations is focused on injuries incurred during combat, Service members are also at risk of exposure to multiple low-level blasts during operational and training activities, such as breacher training. Exposure to repetitive low-level blasts could result in subconcussive injury and subsequent cumulative neurological effects. For more information on the effects of repetitive low-level blast exposure on military operations in garrison, see the meeting proceedings from the Seventh DoD International State-of-the-Science Meeting: The Neurological Effects of Repeated Exposure to Military Occupational Blast: Implications for Prevention and Health.^[@bibr52-1179069519872213]^

### Comorbidities {#section28-1179069519872213}

In many cases, particularly in military populations, TBI is accompanied by substance abuse and psychiatric comorbidities.^[@bibr96-1179069519872213]^ The substantial overlap in symptomology between TBI and psychological disorders, namely, PTSD, can make it difficult to parse out symptom cause and their role in long-term outcomes ([Figure 3](#fig3-1179069519872213){ref-type="fig"}). Several studies have shown that TBI with comorbid conditions is associated with a greater likelihood of experiencing PCS, suggesting that TBI alone may not account for the symptoms or severity of outcome.^[@bibr98-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr99-1179069519872213]^ There is a growing body of evidence that some of the outcomes attributed to TBI are actually a result of the comorbidities alone. To delve into the relationship of TBI and comorbidities with outcome, consider these well-written reviews.^[@bibr36-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr100-1179069519872213]^

![Overlap of TBI- and PTSD-related symptoms. TBI indicates traumatic brain injury; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder.\
Source: Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center.^[@bibr97-1179069519872213]^](10.1177_1179069519872213-fig3){#fig3-1179069519872213}

### Military demographics {#section29-1179069519872213}

The demographics of the military population can have a significant impact on propensity for sustaining a TBI and the acute and chronic outcomes. Most of the Service-related TBI cases are diagnosed in the non-deployed setting^[@bibr101-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr102-1179069519872213]^; they therefore tend to be the same mechanisms by which civilians sustain a TBI (ie, sports, motor vehicle accidents). Given the demographic overlap between Service members and collegiate athletes---athletic men and women in their early 20s---the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and DoD partnered to create the NCAA/DoD Concussion Assessment, Research and Education (CARE) Consortium,^[@bibr103-1179069519872213]^ a massive undertaking that has surveyed more than 10 000 cadets and student athletes to study the neurobiology and natural history of TBI in this population.

Service members may be especially vulnerable due to their neurodevelopmental stage as myelination of the adolescent brain continues well into the early 20s.^[@bibr104-1179069519872213]^ Given the white matter shearing that occurs in response to accelerations during blast-related injury, this raises questions about additional trauma that may occur in this population. Damage to these areas prior to complete myelination could potentially impact plasticity and neurological development and have long-term consequences.

After injury {#section30-1179069519872213}
------------

### Military culture impacts treatment seeking and injury reporting {#section31-1179069519872213}

Military culture may also impact TBI outcomes by altering how Service members and Veterans approach reporting of their injuries. Key values such as selflessness, not accepting failure, and support of the needs of the group over personal needs are impressed on Service members throughout their career. Even after service, military culture and values tend to remain with Veterans decades later. The focus on self-sacrifice can lead Service members and Veterans to envision seeking treatment as accepting failure,^[@bibr102-1179069519872213]^ which skews population-based estimates of injuries or symptoms. Furthermore, although attempts have been made to destigmatize reporting of mental health conditions, many Service members may be apprehensive about seeking treatment for psychiatric comorbidities due to fear that it may limit their career. This fear can also lead to underreporting of TBI that occur outside of a military setting such as injuries incurred while playing a recreational sport or through misconduct.

### Domestic violence {#section32-1179069519872213}

Another factor that should be considered when investigating TBI outcomes in a military population is the role of violence outside of the military setting. A large subset of Veterans that sustained a TBI in theater also experience intimate partner violence (IPV). In a study by Iverson et al,^[@bibr105-1179069519872213]^ a subset of women from a reintegration study reported experiencing lifetime IPV. Those that experienced IPV reported greater neurobehavioral symptoms and were more likely to be clinically diagnosed with back pain or substance abuse. IPV itself can also result in TBI. Iverson and Pogoda^[@bibr106-1179069519872213]^ reported that nearly 20% of the Veterans screened met the criteria for IPV-related TBI history. Female Veterans that experienced an IPV-related TBI reported higher levels of depression and PTSD and perceived poorer heath compared with those that experienced IPV-related head injury without TBI.

### Aging with TBI {#section33-1179069519872213}

It is recognized that TBI may influence aging in many ways, such as increasing risk for early onset of neurodegenerative diseases and microglial activation.^[@bibr107-1179069519872213]^,^[@bibr108-1179069519872213]^ However, aging can also influence TBI outcome through multiple pathways. One of the greatest risks that aging provides to TBI outcome is an increased risk of additional injuries. As an individual ages, they are also more likely to experience a fall, the leading cause of TBI in the elderly.^[@bibr109-1179069519872213]^ TBI experienced later in life is often associated with more severe outcomes due to age-related changes in the dura and veins and brain atrophy.^[@bibr110-1179069519872213]^ Older populations are more likely to have a chronic condition and to take medications that could impact recovery and outcome as well. Many neuropsychiatric conditions occur later in life, which can make it difficult to distinguish neuropsychiatric symptoms resulting from a new injury or due to age or other conditions.

Conclusions {#section34-1179069519872213}
===========

To better prevent, protect, identify, treat, and rehabilitate Service members and Veterans from the effects of blast injury, the research performed must adequately consider the population for which it is addressing. Physicists and engineers are currently breaking through the nuances of blast injury through computational and animal models. A thorough understanding of the mechanisms behind blast, and perhaps even other directed energy sources (adding yet another layer of complexity), is paramount to modeling the human condition. These models need to also consider the aspects of the human condition that may dramatically alter critical assumptions, on which the models are based.

The large amounts of research data, from all sources such as large consortia to smaller pilot studies, need to be evaluated so that these data can be properly compared. This is especially important in the era of big data and machine learning where it is crucial to ensure comparability of data being put into algorithms. The purpose of this article is to make those researchers who are currently undertaking blast-related research endeavors, or those who plan to enter the field, aware of some of the basic tenants of blast-related research as it affects the central nervous system with particular emphasis on the brain. The challenges inherent in this area of research are numerous, but these obstacles further emphasize the need for substantial and cooperative work to be done for the benefit of Service members, Veterans, and their families.
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